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Italian business for sustainable development
 
It took place Thursday June 1st in Milan, the event “Businesses and Finance 2030: the engine of the sustainable
development” organized by the Italian Alliance for Sustainable Development – ASviS, as part of the first Italian Festival
of the Sustainable Development, that will continue until June 7th. The most important part of the meeting was the
signing of the Declaration of intent “Italian Enterprises Together for the Objectives of Sustainable Development” by
representative associations from the business, cooperative and financial world, among which FeBAF headed by the
President Luigi Abete. The vision of a more sustainable future, consistent with the 2030 Agenda of the United Nations,
and the commitment of reaching the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), created the framework for the signing
organizations that decided to launch a program based on this themes with ASviS. This initiative is a tool to start a
dialogue with the enterprises on the implications and opportunities connected to the sustainable development,
encouraging business models and innovative strategies. As remarked by the President of FeBAF Luigi Abete,
sustainability is a shared theme nowadays that needs to remain a requirement for growth. Ministers Galletti and
Calenda took part at the meeting, with leading figures of the insurance, entrepreneurial and financial world.

Focus on security  
 
That Italy's banks have become far safer was arguably the most news-making, and positive, message from the recent
annual banking security conference in Milan. The number of robberies reported last year was 360, noted ABI (the
banking association) on 23 May. This was 32.8 per cent lower than in 2015 and continued a long-term improvement in
security. Looking back ten years, progress is dramatic. Bank branches were struck by robbers on 2,972 occasions in
2007, a rate of around twelve every working day. ABI's figures show that the banks have put robbers on the run almost
everywhere across the Bel Paese. Banks in four regions were left completely untroubled last year, not even one
branch being hit, and the number of robberies increased in only two, Molise from none to three and wealthy Piedmont
from 30 to 33. Robberies halved from 70 to 35 in Lazio, the region where Rome is the regional capital, while in
Lombardy, the most-hit region, the number declined by 21.3 per cent from 75 to 59. As for the regions where
organised crime is a problem, the number of robberies fell from 78 to 52 in Sicily, from 32 to 31 in Campania and from
8 to 7 in Calabria. Italian banks invest more than €600 million a year to protect branches against robbers, special
training is given to staff and there is close cooperation with the police to make branches even more secure. However,
what happens outside branches is also a matter to which ABI is giving attention. On 20 May, the association issued
advice to older bank customers to help them avoid being troubled by criminals. They should never visit their branches
on the same day, at the same time and using the same route, ABI advised, and they should go accompanied if they are
depositing or withdrawing significant amounts of money. ABI also gave advice on the use of internet, cards, cheques
and making investments.    

Trieste: the first financial dialogue between Italy and South-East
Europe  
 
South-East Europe (SEE) is achieving economic stability and sustainability, despite the challenges of the European
project and the weak economic recovery as a result of the financial crisis of 2008. There is a great opportunity for
Italy, and in particular for the financial community: being at the centre of this perspective, that involves the European
Union and our territory: Trieste and the North-East of Italy. This was discussed at the event "Banking, Insurance and
Financial Services in South Eastern Europe", organized on May 26th in Trieste, by the FeBAF in collaboration with MIB
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Trieste School of Management. The initiative is part of FeBAF’s aim to develop a dialogue between the business
communities of the countries in the European area and of the countries in the area that extends from the
Mediterranean to the Balkans, in order to create a broader, more effective and inclusive financial service market. The
crisis had an extremely negative impact on the South-East European economies, by intensifying the lack of
infrastructures and by creating a strong need of reforms. The future growth of these countries is based also on the
banking and insurance sector, fundamental tools to foster the development of the real economy and infrastructures.
FeBAF’s initiative, focused on the functioning of financial markets and their role in financing investment, economic
growth and employment, encountered a wide and encouraging convergence of opinions and will become, as requested
from many parties, an everlasting Forum with all interested stakeholders. The exchange of experience carried out in
Trieste, included themes such as fintech, innovation, financial education, and the reforms at the heart of the
European Union’s debate, like Banking Union and the Capital Markets Union. At the seminar, introduced by Vladimir
Nanut (MIB) and Paolo Garonna (FeBAF), have taken part speakers and representatives of institutions (such as the
Regional Cooperation Council and the Central European Initiative), associations (among which Abi and ANIA), experts
from the banking, insurance and financial sector from Italy, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Republic of
Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia and Slovenia. Several financial organizations and groups such as Generali,
Intesa Sanpaolo, Unicredit, and Allianz joined the seminar.

More clarity on non performing loans  
 
How to tackle the non performing loans issue continues to be a central point in the financial debate. In his Concluding
Remarks to the Annual Report of the Bank of Italy on May 31st, Mr. Visco highlighted the need to avoid blanket sales.
But - he added - in line with the recent European guidelines (drawn up with the active contribution of the Bank of
Italy) intermediaries should adopt strategies to improve NPL's management and pursue a substantial and progressive
reduction of the assets. On the same topic members of the finance commission of Italy's lower house of Parliament
were given a seminar on non performing loans on 15 May, being guided through this vexed subject by the deputy
director-general of the Bank of Italy, Fabio Panetta. He was able to point to an improving situation in the Bel Paese,
with NPLs net of write-offs standing at €173 billion at the end of last year, against the peak of €200 billion reached in
June 2015. Moreover, with the economy picking up there are good prospects that €92 billion of that total will be
recovered. Over recent years, banking regulators both in Rome and Frankfurt have been particularly focused on trying
to find a solution to the problem with asset quality reviews and initiatives aimed at encouraging banks to improve
their information systems, “indispensable for effective management of NLPs and their disposal”. At a European level,
rules should be changed to allow largescale disposal of NPLs without this affecting “prudential parameters”.
Legislative changes in Italy have been useful, among them measures aimed at cutting the time needed for credit
recovery, bankruptcy procedures and debt-restructuring of firms in difficulty. But the slow pace of Italian justice
remains a handicap, an average of 15.4 years needed for bankruptcy proceedings and 8.2 years for property re-
possession in Messina, for example. 

Property perks up 
 
A report presented jointly on 15 May by the tax authorities and ABI shows a buoyant property market, with a little
more than 530,000 homes purchased last year, an increase of 18.9 per cent on 2015. The report estimates that the
total value of transactions was €89 billion, against €76 billion the previous year. The number of transactions in
Lombardy, which alone accounts for one fifth of the total market, increased by 21.4 per cent, a picture repeated
across northern Italy in regions like Piedmont, Liguria and Veneto. The market in Lazio, of which Rome is the capital,
was more subdued with an increase of 13.2 per cent in the number of transactions. With an average interest rate on
mortgages at an historic low of 2.31 per cent, the increased use of mortgages in financing home purchases was
unsurprising. Banks approved mortgages for 246,000 home purchases last year, against 193,000 in 2015, the average
amount of loans being about €120,000, a figure rising to €153,000 in major centres, and the average mortgage
duration being 22.5 years. ABI's research service estimates that 74 per cent of families can now afford to buy their
homes, a record high level. Italy's real estate agents are benefiting from the buoyancy, said a note from the Bank of
Italy on 22 May. While there had been a slight upturn in the discount on the initial asking price, to 12.1 per cent, the
period on the market before transaction completion continued to fall in the first quarter of the year from nearly eight
months to just over seven. And real estate agents expect further improvement in conditions. The Bank of Italy noted
that where a purchase is financed by a mortgage, on average this covers more than 70 per cent of the property's
value.

In brief
 
** Mutual funds continue to draw in new savings, reports the fund managers' association, releasing full statistics for the
first quarter. The net inflow of €27.9 billion was higher than in both the same period last year (€27.5 billion) and the
final quarter of 2016 (€7.5 billion). Assets under management advanced to €1,984 billion, an improvement of 7 per
cent on 31 March 2016.
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** Addressing the senate's finance and treasury commission on 23 May, Giovanni Sabatini, ABI's director-general, drew
attention to the need for common European rules in banking to provide a truly integrated market and to “eliminate
the possibility of regulatory arbitrage and divergent national interpretations”. Bankruptcy and company law,
accountancy standards, tax rules and a mass of administrative measures need to be tackled, he said, in order to
achieve proper harmonisation. At the end of the lengthy hearing Mr Sabatini said that ABI hoped that in tackling the
regulatory proposals for the banking sector, Italy would “contribute to a renewed vision of the European Union”.    
 
** Graduates are the most likely class of Italians to take out non-life insurance says a recent study by ANIA (the
insurers' association), while those whose education finished with elementary school are the least likely. Analysis of a
sample of 8,200 families and 19,400 individuals also revealed that the propensity to non-life insurance was highest by
far in the North and very low in the South.
 
** Assogestioni's concerns about the interpretation of rules governing individual savings plans have been allayed by a
recent decree, the fund managers' association said in a note. The association warns, however, that modifications may
be made to the decree during its passage through parliament.       

LOOKING AHEAD
  

 

8 June, Rome.
Observatory of institutional investors' investment policies - third edition hosted by LUISS university.
 

8 June, Milan.
Fighting money-laundering & implications of the IV Directive. Seminar organised by Bocconi university.
 

14 & 15 June, Rome.
The Banking Union and Basel 3 - risk and supervision 2017. Annual conference organised by the Italian banking
association.
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